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DATA

• We collect ChEBI annotations of 

compounds scraped from PubChem, which 

consists of 102,980 compound-description 

pairs

• Using this data, we create a dataset 

consisting of 33,010 pairs, which we call 

ChEBI-20, that contains descriptions of 

more than 20 words.

• The dataset is split into 80%/10%/10% 

train/validation/test splits. Models are 

trained on the training data, and queries are 

performed on all molecules in the entire 

dataset.

INTRODUCTION

• There are hundreds of millions of molecules, 

so finding the right molecule for a problem 

can be challenging.

• Many current information retrieval systems 

rely only on textual descriptions of 

molecules, but there are more molecules 

than can possibly be  tested in a lab and 

then described.

• To address this issue, it is critical to retrieve 

molecules directly from natural language 

descriptions.

METHOD

• Molecules and natural language are 

very different though: how can we 

combine them?

• In this work, we learned an aligned 

embedding space between 

molecules and natural language 

using symmetric contrastive loss.

ATTENTION-BASED ASSOCIATION RULES

CONCLUSIONS

We show that it is possible to align molecules and their 

descriptions for cross-modal retrieval. We argue that 

natural language and molecules, while very different, are 

complementary sources of information that can and 

should be integrated together.
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TASK DEFINITION

• Given a text query and list of molecules with 

out any reference textual information, 

retrieve the molecule corresponding to the 

query.

• We assume there is only one correct 

(relevant) molecule for each description, so 

we consider two measures for this task: 

Hits@1 and mean reciprocal rank (MRR).

Encoding

• Descriptions are encoded using 

SciBERT [1].

• Molecules are encoded with two 

methods: an MLP and GCN. The 

MLP builds off Mol2vec [2].

• We introduce a GCN to better 

incorporate the graph structure 

of the molecule. 

• Mol2vec uses Morgan 

fingerprints of atoms to turn 

molecules into “sentences” for 

the Word2vec algorithm

Ensemble

• The correct molecule was very 

frequently ranked highly by all 

models. 

• Incorrect molecules ranked 

highly don’t frequently occur in 

multiple models.

• Averaging ranks improves 

performance significantly.

RESULTS
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Rostratin D is an organic disulfide 

isolated from the whole broth of the 

marine-derived fungus Exserohilum

rostratum and has been shown to 

exhibit antineoplastic activity. […] It 

is a bridged compound, a cyclic 

ketone, a lactam, an organic 

disulfide, an organic 

heterohexacyclic compound, a 

secondary alcohol, a dithiol and a 

diol.


